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SUMMARY

Azerbaijan-Russian Relations during the Presidency of Heydar 

Aliyev in the context of the North Caucasian peoples.The Caucasus 

region is one of the most interesting regions of the world for its unique 

history, favorable geographical location and due to the existence of 

diverse population groups. The article examines the national leader 

Heydar Aliyev’s role in the preservation of peace, political and 

economic stability in the Caucasus and implementing interreligious and 

intercultural integration. In the article, as well as the relations between 

Azerbaijan and Russia in the context the cultural and humanitarian 

relations of the peoples of the North Caucasus, taken actions to protect 

the cultures and languages of the mountain people living in Azerbaijan 

during the presidency of Heydar Aliyev.

: National leader Heydar Aliyev, Caucasian region, 

Caucasian peoples, cultural and humanitarian relations.

The Caucasus, the most ancient inhabited place in 

humankind’s , is one of the unique regions in the world, 

The Caucasus is the second region in the world where a lot of 
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people inhabited. It was noted that during the Roman Empire, 

Roman representatives brought approximately ninety interpreters 

with themselves when traveled to the region. The Caucasus 

region has attracted attention not only with its nature, but 

languages live in the Caucasian hills, valleys and plains 5, 7 . 

At the same time, the Caucasus region is located in a 

very favorable geographical area, between the Black Sea and 

the Caspian Sea, between Europe and Asia, East and West. A 

favorable geographical and strategic location of the Caucasus 

region has led to conquer this land by various ancient and 

Turkish, Mongolian, and Russian. 

Nowadays, the Caucasus region for its geopolitical 

location, rich natural resources, and hydrocarbon reserves 

remains an area that the national and state interests of the 

world’s leading states are crossed. 

It must be mention that the preservation of peace in the 

Caucasus, political and economic stability, the implementation 

of religions and intercultural integration, the development of the 

have undoubtedly developed during presidency of Heydar 

Aliyev. Today, the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan 

Ilham Aliyev successfully continues his political ideas.

Cultural, military, political, and economic relations 

between Azerbaijan and the North Caucasus have existed 

since ancient times. Relations between Azerbaijan and the 

mountainous people root in rich common historical legacy. 

Azerbaijan developed relations with North Caucasus during 

17-18th centuries and later in the early 20th century in the 

period of the Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan 1918-

1920 years. During the Soviet era, especially in the 1960 

years Azerbaijan-Dagestan relations expanded, and with the 

national leader Heydar Aliyev’s strong support these relations 

embarked on a new stage. 
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The North Caucasus republics of the Russia Federation 

North Caucasus led to the mutual misunderstanding between 

Azerbaijan and Russia during 1991-1995 years. In October 

1991, after collapse of the Soviet Union relation with Azerbaijan 

Republic and the republics of the Northern Caucasus, particularly 

Dagestan severed. The early years of independence for Azerbaijan 

were marred by the threat of separatism coming from its Lezgin 

minority living in the northern part of the country. Several 

nationalistic organizations, including Sadval, freely operating on 

the territory of Russia, instigated this separatism. All these factors 

caused the weakening of the relations with the North Caucasian 

peoples in cultural and economic spheres.

According to the experts, the development of relations 

between Azerbaijan and Russia can be divided into several 

January 2001 is characterized as the beginning of constructive 

dialogue in these relations 6, 174 .

Azerbaijan-Russia relations. Heydar Aliyev began to restore 

relations with the Russia Federation. He tried to do all his 

best in order to soften Russia’s anti-Azerbaijani position. As 

the result of Heydar Aliyev’s far-sighted policy, the problems 

that have emerged with Russia have begun to erode and ice 

between the two countries has begun to melt. During this 

period relations between two countries have developed in 

methods of cooperation have been applied, and mutual visits 

of delegations have increased 2, 10 .

Heydar Aliyev played a key role in the establishment 

of cultural, humanitarian and economic relations with the 

Chechen Republic and Azerbaijan. He made a great contribution 

to the advancement of the bilateral relations. First of all, it should 

be noted that the war for freedom, the bloody wars and the refugee 
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problems have been closely linked to each other. During the 

Chechen war, Azerbaijan was a safe place for Chechen refugees 

who sought asylum. In 1994, if there were 4,700 Chechen refugees 

in Azerbaijan, the number of Chechen refugees in Azerbaijan 

grew to 10,000 by the year 2000. 

Schools were opened for Chechens students, various 

committees were found in order to provide jobs. In this period they 

In 1995, a Cultural Center of the Chechen Republic-

Ichkeria was opened in Baku.  Azerbaijan President Heydar 

Aliyev considered the political problem of Chechnya as an 

problem. Despite its own refugee problems, Azerbaijan could 

Since July 2000, the Azerbaijani leadership has re-

examined the Chechen issue. The situation in the North 

Caucasus has gradually improved and peace restored. Chechens 

to their homeland. Due to the relative improvement of the 

socio-economic situation in Chechen Republic many Chechen 

after the election of Vladimir Putin as the President of the 

Russian Federation, Azerbaijan-Russia relations developed 

Russian president who visited Azerbaijan. During his visit to 

Baku, the President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin 

emphasized the national leader Heydar Aliyev’s indispensable 

to the common history of our peoples. He laid the foundation 

for strategic partnership between Russia and Azerbaijan, made 

a great contribution to strengthen and develop the friendship 

.

Today, the relations between Azerbaijan and Chechen 

Republic are improving. The Azerbaijan government invited 

the Chechen president to Azerbaijan several times. Ramzan 

Kadyrov visited Baku and met with its president in November 
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2009 and 2018 years. Chechen president Ramzan Kadyrov, 

leader Heydar Aliyev’s support and care for Chechen people 

in hard time. He stated that Chechen people would never 

forget Heydar Aliyev’s service. Ramzan Kadyrov emphasized 

that Azerbaijan was one of the destinations where Chechen 

refugees went to avoid atrocities and Azerbaijan has sheltered 

1 .

In November 2018, during his second visit the President 

strengthening of cooperation between Azerbaijan and republics 

of the Russian Federation would contribute to Azerbaijan-

Russia relationship. He described Ramzan Kadyrov’s second 

visit to Azerbaijan as a vivid evidence of friendly and fraternal 

relations between the two countries` peoples. The Azerbaijani 

leader underscored the importance of enhancing of bilateral 

cooperation in economic and humanitarian spheres. 

signed between Azerbaijan and Russia gave a strong impetus 

to the development of cultural relations. In February 1998, 

Azerbaijan-Dagestan Friendship Society was established 

in order to promote the cultural relations between the two 

peoples. The newly created Dagestan-Azerbaijan Friendship 

of friendship and brotherhood between two nations, a 

comprehensive role in the development of socio-cultural 

relations. The main objective of the Society was to develop 

comprehensive, long-term cultural relations based on equal, 

mutual respect and trust between two countries 2, 147 .

The North Caucasus peoples always plays a special 

place in the development of relations between the Republic 

of Azerbaijan and the Russian Federation and the national 

leader Heydar Aliyev had invaluable services in development 

and strengthen friendly and good-neighborly relations 

among these peoples. Nowadays, the president of Azerbaijan 

Republic Ilham Aliyev successfully continues this policy and 

pays special attention to the enhancing these relations.
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